
Signature-based challenge - response
-

Server stores a verification key uk for digital signature scheme

-

Client holds signing key sk
random message
N m

client (sk)

a
server (vk)

(sk,m) > H
check that Verify (ok, m,of = 1

Server asks client to sign a random message
&Client's signature indicates proof of possession of sK associated with v

-> Active adversary that interacts with the client before interacting with the prover cannot forge signatures
Provides active security but signatures are long (1384 bits)

Signature-based challenge response: client "demonstrates knowledge" of signing key
↳we will generalize this to "proving" itrary statements



Focus thus for in the course: protecting communication (e.g., message confidentialityand message integrity)

Remainder of course: protecting nations

Zwledge: a defining idea atthe heartof theoretical cryptography
with surprising implications

↳ Idea will seem verycounter-intuitive,
butsurprisinglypowerful

VIDSA/ECDSAsignatures based on 2K!)

↳ Showcases the importance and power of definitions (e.g., "Whatdoes itmean to know something?")

We begin by introducing the notion of a proof system"
- Goal: Aprover

wants to convince a verifier thatsome sementis true

e.g.."This Sudoku puzzle has a unique
solution"

these are all examples of
"The number N is a productoftwo prime numbers p and as

" I statements

"Iknow the discrete log of he base g
11

We model this as follows: ~
the verifier is assumed to be an efficientalgorithm

W

prover
(X)

---
X:statementthatthe

prover is trying to prove (known to both

1

ifier
(x)

prover
and verifier) ↳ We will write I to denote the setof Ire

T: the proof of X
statements (called a language")

↳
b =90,13- given statement X and proof it, verifier decides whether to amptor reject

Properties we care about:
-

leteness: Honestprover should be able to convince honestverifier of true statements

*x61: 4r[T =P(x):V(x,i) =1] =1 L Could relax requirementto allow for
-dress:Dishonestprover cannotconvince honestverifier of false statement some error

* x 42: Pr[T=P(x):V(X, i) =1] =neg)((x))
&

negligible in the statementlength

Typically, proofs are "one-shot" (i.e., single message from prover to verifier) and the verifier's decision algorithm is ministic
- Languages with these types ofproof systems precisely coincide with NP (proof of statementX is to send NP witness w)

Recall thatNP is the class of languages where there is a deterministic solution-checker:

LENP ) I efficiently - computable relation po sit.

x=1 =) zw =90,13: R(x,w) =1
I 4 ↑ ↑

Statementlanguage witness NP relation

systemfor NP:

rer (x) erifier (X)
W
--

acceptif Pr(x,w)=1
Perfectcompleteness +soundness



Going beyond NP: we augment
the model as follows

- Add randomness: the verifier can be a randomized algorithm I allows proving statements thatare beyond NP
- Add interaction: verifier can ask "questions"to the prover

ractiveproof systems [Goldwasser - Micali-Rackoff]:

- efficientdomained
L

prover (x) verifier (X)
-

->

-I-1
-

↳ b =50,13

Interactive proof should satisfycompleteness +soundness (as defined earlier)

Consider following example: Suppose prover
wants to convince verifier thatN =

pg where pig are prime (and secret).

prover (N, p,g)
Verifier (N)

#9)>
↓
acceptif N

=pg
and rejectotherwise

Proof is certainlycomplete and sound, butnow verifier to learned the factorization of N
... (may notbe desirable ifprover was trying

to convince verifier thatN is a proper RSAmodulus (fora cryptographic scheme) healing factorization in the process
↳ In some sense, this proof conveys formation to the verifier [i.e., verifier learns something itdid not know beforeseeing

the proof]

↳owledge:ensure thatverifier does notlearn anything (other than the factthatthe statementis true)

↳

we define "zero-knowledge"? We will introduce a notion of a "stor."

for a language I

Definition. An interactive proof system [P,V)" is zero-knowledge if for all efficient(and possiblymalicious) verifiers VY, there
exists an efficientsimulators such thatfor all XE1:

Viewrx(<P,V) (x) = S(x)
en

random variable denoting the setof messages
sentand received by * when interacting with the prover P on inputX



Whatdoes this definition mean?

Viewrx(P <> V* (x): this is whatV* sees in the interactive
proofprotocol with P

S(x): this is a function thatonlydepends on the statementX, which Ialreadyhas
#these two distributions are indistinguishable, then anything thatIcould have learned by talking to P, itcould have learned

justbyinvoking the simulator itself, and the simulator outputonlydepends on X, which V* alreadyknows
↳ In other words, anything Icould have learned live, computed) after interacting with P, itcould have learned without

ever talking to P!

Very remarkable definition!
~ can in factbe constructed from OWIs
W

remarkable: Using cryptographic commitments, then every language (6 IPhas a zero-knowledge proofsystem.
↳ Namely, anything thatcan be proved can be proved in zero-knowledge!

We will show this theorem for NP languages. Here itsuffices to constructa single zero-knowledge proof system for an

NP-complete language. We will consider the language of graph 3-colorability.

· in
3-colorable

apur
not s-colorable

coloring: given a graph 6, can you color the vertices so thatno adjacentnodes have the same color?

↓
cryptographic analog of a sealed "envelope"(see HW4)

We will need a commitmentscheme. Anoninteractive) commitmentscheme consists of three algorithms (Setup, Commit, Open):
-

Setup -> 0: Outputs a common reference string (used to generate/validate commitments) o
-Commit (0, m)- (C,i): Takes the CRS O and message m and outputs a commitment (and

opening it
·

Verify (0, m,2, 5) + 0/1: Checks it is a valid commitmentto m (given i)

palsetup:
Committer Verifier
- -

o=Setup
an

(C,x) =Commit(om

Isometime later)

AmI
can check thatVerity(a, m, c,x) =1


